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The Petitioner seeks classification as an immigrant investor pursuant to the Immigration and 
Nationality Act (the Act) section 203(b)(5), 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(5). This fifth preference (EB-5) 
classification makes immigrant visas available to foreign nationals who invest the requisite amount of 
qualifying capital in a new commercial enterprise (NCE) that will benefit the United States economy 
and create at least 10 full-time positions for qualifying employees. 

The Chief of the Immigrant Investor Program Office denied the petition, concluding that the Petitioner 
did not establish eligibility for the classification. The Chief subsequently denied the Petitioner's 
combined motions to reconsider and reopen the matter.· On appeal, the Petitioner submits additional 
evidence and maintains that she has shown her eligibility for the benefit sought. 

Upon de nova review, we will dismiss the appeal. 

I. LAW 

A foreign national may be classified as an immigrant investor if he or she invests the requisite amount 
of qualifying capital in a NCE. The foreign national must show that his or her investment will benefit 
the United States economy and· create. at least 10 full-time jobs for qualifying employees. An 
immigrant investor may invest the required funds directly in an NCE or through a regional center, 1 as 
the Petitioner has done in this case. Regional centers apply for designation as such with the United 
States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). Designated regional centers identify and work 
with NCEs, which in turn are associated with a specific investment project taken on either directly by 
the NCE, or by one or more separate entities known as the "job creating entity" (JCE), as it is the case 
here. Regional centers can pool immigrant (and other) investor funds for qualifying projects that 
create jobs directly or indirectly. 8 C.F.R. § 204.60)( 4)(iii). 

1. A regional <;enter is an economic unit involved with the promotion of economic growth, "including ... improved regional 
productivity, job creation, and increased domestic capital investment." See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(e). 
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· II. ANALYSIS 

In this case, the Petitioner invested $500,0002 in , the NCE, which is 
associated with a USCIS-designated regional center, · According 
to pages 2 and 6 of the January 2018 economic analysis, which she submits as Exhibit 1-28 on appeal, 
the NCE intends to obtain funds frorri 50 EB-5 investors to lend to 

the JCE, to complete Phase I of the Specifically, Phase I includes the 
construction and operation of "2 college 'classroom _buildings, 2 college student studio buildings, 
1 joint student center, and 6 college student-housing buildings" located in the 

, New York. Page 42 of the January 2018 feasibility study, which the Petitioner offers 
as Exhibit 1-27 on appeal, provides that the for-profit university will accept "[t]oreign students, mostly 
of China origin who have not qualified to enter competitive universities in China." Pages 2 and 7 of 
the economic analysis indicate that the JCE "will require a total expenditure of $150,000,000 ... for 
construction of the development, $25,000,000 of the total investment will be through EB-5 investor 
funds," and that it will create "2,006.4 total new jobs from the construction and operation of the 
project." As explained below, we find that the Petitioner has not established, by a preponderance of 
the evidence,3 her eligibility for the classification. 

A. Job Creation 

The regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 204.60)( 4)(i) provides that to establish job creation, a petitioner must 
submit: 

(A) Documentation consisting of photocopies of relevant tax records, Form 1-9, or 
other similar documents for ten (10) qualifying employees, if such employees 
have already been hired following the establishment of the new commercial 
enterprise; or 

(B) . A copy of a comprehensive business plan showing that, due to the nature and 
projected size of the new commercial enterprise, the need for not fewer than ten 
(10) qualifying employees will result, including approximate dates, within the 
next two years, and when such employees will be hired. 

In addition, the regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(g)(l) specifies that the establishment of a NCE may be 
used as the basis of EB-5 petitions filed by multiple foreign national investors. It requires that each 
petitioning investor must demonstrate he or she has invested or is actively in the process of investing 

2 The Petitioner indicates that the NCE is located in a targeted employment area, and that the required amount of qualifying 
capital is downwardly adjusted from $1 ,000,000 to $500,000. See 8 C.F.R. § 204 .6(f)(2). 
·1 If a petitioner submits relevant, probative, and credible evidence that leads USCIS to believe that the claim is "more 
likely than not" or "probably true," the .petitioner has satisfied the "preponderance of the evidence" standard of proof. 
Matter of Chawathe, 25 I&N Dec. 369, 376 (AAO 20 IO); see also 6 USCIS Policy . Manual G.2(E), 
https://www.uscis.gov/policymanual/HTML/PolicyManual.html. · 
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the required amount of capital in the NCE, and must show that his or her individual investment results 
in the creation of at least 10 full-time positions for qualifying employees. 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(g)(l ). 

Prospective job creation must be demonstrated through submission of a comprehensive business plan. 
The precedent decision Matter of Ho held that, to be "comprehensive," a business plan "must be 
sufficiently detailed to permit [USC IS] to draw reasonable inferences about the job-creation potential." 
22 I&N Dec. 206,213 (Assoc: Comm ' r 1998). " Mere conclusory assertions qo not enable [USCIS] 
to determine whether the job-creation projections are any more reliable than hopeful speculation." Id. 
The decision concludes: "Most importantly, the.business plan must be credible." Id. 

Moreover, the regulation explains that the job creation projection should be demonstrated by 
reasonable methodologies, including economically or statistically valid forecasting tools, such as 
feasibility studies, analyses of foreign and domestic markets for the goods or services to be exported, 
and/or multiplier tables. 8 C.F.R. §. 204.6(j)(4)(iii), (m)(3)(v). 

· In this case, considering the record in its entirety, we find that the NCE's most recent business plan, 
dated October 2017, which the Petitioner submitted to the Chief as Exhibit 7 in support of her 
combined motions, is neither credible nor comprehensive. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(i)(4)(i)(B); 
Ho, 22 l&N Dec. at 213. First, the NCE's January 2018 economic analysis, which includes the most 
updated job creation projections, indicates that the JCE will create jobs during the construction and 
operation phases of the project. The record, however, contains insufficient evidence demonstrating 
that the JCE will more likely than not have $150,000,000, an amount the Petitioner claims it needs to 
complete the project. 

On appeal, the Petitioner offers a letter from the JCE' s attorney, who states that the 
project will be funded with: (1) $25,000,000 in EB-5 capital;4 (2) $80,000,000 in preferred equity and 
preferred debt from and its affiliate .(3) $35,000,000 in 
private equity from --~- a business located in 
China; and ( 4) $10,000,000 in private equity from three individuals. 5 

The record, however, lacks sufficient evidence confirming that the specified entities and individuals 
have the ability to fund the project. For example, while the Petitioner has submitted documents, 
including a loan agreement, ~ promissory note, a subscription agreemen·t, and promotional materials, 
noting · and its affiliate's intention to provide the JCE with $80,000,000, she has 
not offered credible documentation, such as the businesses' bank statements or audited financial 
statements, showing that they have the means to mobilize such funds. Similarly, although she has 

4 When the proceeding was before the Chief, the Petitioner alleged that the NCE would lend $60,000,000 EB-5 capital to 
the JCE. On appeal , however, she indicates that the NCE will lend $25,000,000 EB-5 funds. She has not explained this 
change in the project's financial structure. 
5 According to Exhibit G, entitled "Sources of Proceeds," of an Updated Loan Agreement between the NCE and the JCE, 
which the Petitioner submits as Exhibit H-6 on appeal, three individuals: _____ and will 
provide $10,000,000 in private equity to the JCE. 

3 
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presented a partnership agreement, marked as Exhibit H-7 on appeal, stating 
plan to invest in the JCE, she has not documented that the Chinese 

company has the ability to offer a $35,000,000 equity contribution.6 Likewise, the record does not 
contain sufficient evidence establishing that the three individuals who have agreed to offer private 
equity have savings or assets totaling at least $10,000,000 to invest in the JCE. 

Furthermore, according to page 4 of the partnership agreement, within 120 days after the parties signed 
the agreement in Octob~r 2017, ____ would 
provide the JCE with $35,000,000 in equity contribution. At the time the Petitic;mer appealed the 
Chiefs decision in June 2018, more than 240 days after the parties executed the agreement, she did 
not submit evidence, such as bank records, confirming this contribution. As of the date of this 
decision, over 490 days after the signing of the agreement, the record does not substantiate her claim 
that the JCE has received or will likely receive this amount. Her presentation of evidence showing 
businesses and individuals' intent and interest to invest in the project, without documentation verifying 
their ability to do so, is insufficient to demonstrate that the JCE will more likely than not secure 
$150,000,000 to complete the project. 

Second, assuming arguendo that the JCE will secure the necessary funds, the Petitioner has not shown 
that i"t will likely complete the project and create the needed number of jobs within two years. A 2017 

Planning Board Resolution, which the Petitioner submitted to the Chief as Exhibit 
C-12 in support of her combined motions, states that "the Planning.Board has identified.relevant areas 
of environmental concerns and determined that the Project includes the potential for adverse 
environmental impact," and requires the JCE to "prepare a Generic Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Project in accordance with a written scope to be established after a public scoping 

:.:, session that will be_ held on due public notice in the future." An October 2017 letter from 
the JCE's environmental and land use law counsel, indicates that the project was "moving 

steadily through the SEQRA [State Environmental Quality Review Act] process"7 and that the "next 
step [was] a Public Scoping Session, followed by a Draft Environmental Impact Statement." On 
appeal, the Petitioner offers a June 2018 letter from claiming that the JCE "anticipate[s] 
a public scoping session and finalization of the scoping document ... this summer," that "a draft 
Environmental Impact Statement will be ready for publication within six months of completion of the 
scope document," and that after "a_ public hearing is held for comment upon the GEIS [Generic 
Environmental Impact Statement], the document can be finalized and the Town will be in a position 
to grant site plan approval." 

Neither these documents nor the Petitioner's other submissions sufficiently establish if or when the 
will likely approve the site plan. Pages 31 through 33 of the NCE's October 2017 

business plan indicates that construction cannot begin until the JCE completes the SEQRA process 

6 The record also includes a February 2018 letter from expressing its interest to offer the project 
financing up to $10,000,000. This document is not a binding contract, and without confirmation of the entity's ability to 
provide such financing is insufficient to show that the JCE will likely obtain the funds. 
7 explains in the letter that New York State projects must go through the SEQRA process, which is similar 
to the federal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 
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and obtains zoning appro~al as well as building permits. An updated construction timeline, which the 
Petitioner offers as Exhibit 1-16 on appeal, states that the JCE will begin construction after receiving 
the needed approvals and permits between March and June 2019. However, an earlier construction 
timeline - which she presented to the Chief as Exhibit B-17 in support of her combined motions -
claimed that the JCE would have these approvals and permits between September and December 2017. 
Additionally, section 4 of the NCE's initial business plan, marked as Exhibit 7-A in support of the 
petition, provided that construction would be "over a four year period," ending in 2016. In light of 

, the lengthy construction delays, insufficient documentation of the necessary approvals and permits, 
and the at least two-year antic;ipated construction timeframe, 8 the Petitioner has not demonstrated that 
the JCE will more likely than not complete the project and create the requisite number of jobs within 
two years, as required under 8 C.F.R. § 204.6U)( 4)(i)(B).9 

Third, like the Chief, we have concerns over the JCE's job creation projections due to insufficient 
detail to support the inputs into the economic model. 10 Specifically, the construction expenditures that 
the January 2018 economic analysis relied on to calculate job creation include "Costs Associated with 
Buildings." 11 The' Petitioner, however, has not sufficiently substantiated these projected costs. In 
addition, while the economic analysis references the JCE's building of "1 joint student center," it used 
the construction expenditures associated with building two student centers. Moreover, the 
construction cost breakdown, which the Petitioner offers as Exhibit 1-18 on appeal, notes that the 
building costs incorporate "Architectural Fees." The economic analysis, however, lists construction 
expenditures and costs for "Architectural, Engineering and Related Services" separately, and appears 
to double count the number of new jobs associated with the same architectural expenses. The 
Petitioner should address our concerns regarding the JCE's job creation projections in any future 
filings. 

Based on the aforementioned deficiencies and upon a ,consideration of the record as a whole, we 
conclude that the Petitioner has not presented a comprehensive or credible business plan showing that, 
due to the nature and projected size of the JCE, it will hire no fewer than 10 qualifying employees for 
each of the 50 EB-5 investors within the next two years. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(j)(4)(i)(B), (g)(l). 

8 The record indicates that site work will be 23 months and construction will be 25 months after the JCE obtains the needed 
approvals and.pennits. This information comes from page 33 of the NCE's October 2017 business plan and pages 122 
and 123 of the NCE's Second Amended and Restated Confidential Private Placement Memorandum. Both documents 
state that "[a]fter any planning issues are resolved, permits are received, contractors selected, and fees paid, construction 
will begin" and that the construction phase "may include site work." . 
9 The two-year job creation period described in 8 C.F.R. § 204.6U)(4)(i)(B) commences six months after the adjudication 
of the petition. USCIS Policy Memorandum PM-602-0083, .EB-5 Adjudications Policy 19 (May 30, 2013), 

. https://www.uscis.gov/legal-resources/policy-memoranda; see also 6 USCIS Policy Manual G.2(O)(5), 
https://www.liscis.gov/policymanual/HTMUPolicyManual.html. 
10 The Chief also found that the record did not support the JCE's projected revenue from collecting tuitions. As the January 
2018 economic analysis relied on expenditures to calculate job creation, we find that the Chief's discussion on revenue not 
crucial to the determination of whether the job creation projections are based on reasonable methodologies. . · 
11 "Costs Associated with Buildings" are listed as part of construction expenditures on page 32 of the NCE's Second 
Amended and Restated Confidential Private Placement Memorandum. 
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B. Lawful Source of Funds 

In addition to establishing job creation, a petitioner must show that his or her invested capital did not 
derive, directly or indirectly, from unlawful. means. 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(e). To show the lawful source 
of the funds, an investor must submit, for example, foreign business and tax records or documentation 
identifying.any other sources of funds. 8 C.F.R. § 204.6U)(3). Bank letters or statements corroborating 
the deposit of funds by themselves are· insufficient to demonstrate their lawful source. Ho, 22 l&N 
Dec. at 210-11; Matter of Izummi, 22 I&N Dec. 169, 195 (Assoc. Comm'r 1998). The record must 
trace the path of the funds back to a lawful source. 12 Ho, 22 I&N Dec. at 210-11; lzummi, 22 l&N 
Dec. at 195. 

In this case, the Petitioner alleges that her EB-5 capital derived from a 3,200,000 renminbi (RMB) 
loan that she obtained from , a business located in 

China. According to an August 2014 Resolution of Shareholders' Meeting, which she initially 
submitted as Exhibit 3-F in support of the petition, and an August 2014 Loan and Equity Interest 
Pledge Agreement, which she offers as Exhibit G-6 on appeal, her spouse is the president and owns 

· 80% of _____________________ the entity that owns 

Business License for Corporations, which the Petitioner submits as Exhibit G-4 on appeal, 
indicates that it was established in 2007 with a paid in capital of3 7,000,000 RMB. The record contains 
limited additional information about this business and its ability to offer the specified loan. Bank 
statements show that between November and December 2014, it wired the following amounts to the 
Petitioner: (1) 917,734 RMB, (2) 1,847,100 RMB, (3) 6,015 RMB, and (4) 309,500 RMB. The total 
of these transactions are 3,080,349, less than the loan amount specified in the parties' loan documents. 
The bank documents therefore are insufficient to corroborate the Petitioner's claim that her EB-5 funds 
derived from a 3,200,000 RMB loan. See Matter of Ho, 19 I&N Dec. 582, 591-92 (BIA. 1988) ("it is 
incumbent upon the petitioner to resolve the incon~istencies by independent objective evidence"). 

Furthermore, bank statement is insufficient to confirm the business's ability to provide the 
Petitioner with a 3,200,000 RMB loan. The bank statement shows that during November and 
December 2014, the entity's account balance ranged between l ,87_6,798.85 RMB and 23,683.75 RMB. 
It never reached 3,200,000 RMB, the amount of the alleged loan. Similarly, although the Petitioner 
claims that in November and December 2014, · she remitted a total of 3,077,859 RMB in four 
transactions to - who according to the NCE's October 2017 business plan "is the 

· visionary and overseer behind" the project - her bank account had, at most, 1,847,100 RMB, ·never 
reaching 3,077,859 RMB. · 

Based on the reasons stated above, including the bank statements not corroborating the specified loan 
amount or ability to offer a 3,200,000 RMB loan, we conclude that the Petitioner has not 

12 These requirements "serve a valid government interest; i.e., to confirm that the funds utilized in the [EB-5] program are 
not of suspect origin." Spencer Enterprises, Inc. v. United States, 229 F. Supp. 2d I 025 , I 040 (E.D. Cal. 200 I) (hold ing 
that a petitioner had not established the lawful source of her funds because, in pai1, she did not designate the nature of all 
of her employment or submit five years of tax returns), aff'd, 345 F. 3d 683 (9th Cir. 2003). · 
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presented sufficient evidence tracing the path of her EB-5 capital to a lawful source. See 8 C.F.R. § 
204.6( e ), G)(3 ); Ho, 22 I&N Dec. at 210-11; lzummi, 22 l&N Dec. at 195. · 

Ill. CONCLUSION 

The Petitioner has not submitted a comprehensive and credible business plan showing that, due to the 
nature and projected size of the NCE or JCE, it will need, at least 10 qualifying employees for each of 
the 50 EB-5 investors within the next two years. In addition, she has not documented the lawful source 
of the capital she remitted to the NCE. 

The appeal will be dismissed for the above stated reasons, with each considered as an independent and 
alternate basis for the decision. In visa petition proceedings, it is the petitioner's burden to establish 
eligibility for the immigration benefit sought. Section 291 of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1361; Matter of 
Skirball Cultural Ctr., 25 I&N Dec. 799, 806 (AAO 2012). Here, that burden has not been met. 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 

Cite as Matter ofY-Y-, ID# 1938428 (AAO Mar. 5, 2019) 


